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Patterns of Control on Medicine, Politics, and Social
Change among the Wimbum, Cameroon Grassfields
Peter Probst and Brigitte Biihler

Abstract. - This article investigates the role of medicine as

a category of politics. Starting from two different concepts of
efficacy of medicine among the Wimbum in the northeast of
the Cameroon grassfields, we show the political and ideological
nature of health and healing in this society. We argue that
within a centralized political system as the one of the Wimbum,
popular healing is closely bound up with basic political and
economic processes. Changes of these processes illuminate,
therefore, the importance of control over medicines and control
over healing, as the two crucial issues we focus on in this paper.
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1. Introduction

Back in 1915 and 1916 W. H. R. Rivers delivered
four lectures before the Royal College of Physi
cians in London. Some years later they appeared
in a book entitled “Medicine, Magic, and Religion”
(Rivers 1924). The book has become a milestone
in the field of medical anthropology not the least
because of River’s early and influential attempt
to make a qualified distinction between the idea
of medicine and those of magic and religion. 1
Since then the debate about the validity of such
arguments has been a constant one in anthropol
ogy. 23 The bulk of ethnographic material on Afri

can society gathered in the heyday of structural
Functionalism has shown the semantic difficulties
the anthropologist has when he wants to translate
the idea the Yoruba, the Zande, the Lodagga, or,

as we will still see, the Wimbum have in mind,
when they speak of ogun, ngua, tii, or mshep.
Speaking with them in pidgin, they themselves
talk of “medicine,” the anthropologist, on the other
hand, tends to think of “magic.”

The argument we will elaborate in the fol
lowing starts with a similar theme. During our
research among the Wimbum, a culturally and
linguistically homogeneous group of three autono
mous chiefdoms in the northeast of the Cameroon

grassfields, we had little interest in the study of
medicine. It was only later when we received the
invitation to a conference that we started to reflect

upon the meaning of medicine in the society we
had lived in. 3 Rather unexpectedly, our material
lead us into a field quite apart from the established
questions of medical anthropology. Politics instead
of illness, conflict instead of health turned out to
be the main issues we became confronted with.

As we will try to show in the present paper the
reason for this lies to a great deal in the subject
itself. Thus the Wimbum know and speak of two
kinds of medicine, mshep, “good” medicine and

1 “Magic and religion are thus differentiated from one another
by their attitude towards the means by which man seeks
to influence the universe around him. Medicine, on the
other hand, is a term for a set of social practices by
which man seeks to direct and control a specific group
of natural phenomena - viz. those especially affecting man
himself, which so influence his behaviour as to unfit for the

normal accomplishment of his physical and social functions
- phenomena which lower his vitality and tend towards
death” (Rivers 1924: 4).

2 For a recent contribution to this discussion, see Pool (1989)
to whom we thank for a critical reading of this paper.

3 This was a conference on “Ethnomédical Systems in Sub-
Sahara Africa” which took place in June 1988 at the African
Studies Center Leiden. The present article is a revised
version of our contribution. It is based on our research

on oral tradition and local politics (B. B.) and literacy and
social change (P. P.). Respective fieldwork was carried out
between March 1985 and August 1986.


